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Thinking

in Pictures

Autism and

Visual Thought

I THINK IN PICTURES. Words are like a second language to
me. I translate both spoken and written words into full-color
movies, complete with sound, which run like a VCR tape in
my head. When somebody speaks to me, his words are instantly
translated into pictures. Language-based thinkers often find this
phenomenon difFicult to understand, but in my job as an
equipment designer for the livestock industry, visual thinking is
a tremendous advantage.

Visual thinking has enabled me to build entire systems in my
imagination. During my career I have designed all kinds of
equipment, ranging from corrals for handling cattle on ranches
to systems for handling cattle and hogs during veterinary pro
cedures and slaughter. I have worked for many major livestock
companies. In fact, one third of the cattle and hogs in the
United States are handled in equipment I have designed. Some
of the people I've worked for don't even know that their sys
tems were designed by someone with autism. I value my ability
to think visually, and I would never want to lose it.

One of the most profound mysteries of autism has been the
remarkable ability of most autistic people to excel at visual
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snatial skills while performing so poorly at verbal skills. When 1
at hid and a'teenager, Ithought everybody thought«

pTcmres Ihad no idea that my thought processes were difter-
en In fact, Idid not realize the full extent of the dijrence
umil very recendy. At meetings and at work I started ashing
otner people detailed questions about how they accessed infor
mation from their memories. From their answers Ilearned that
"alization skills far exceeded those omost other peop^

Icredit my visualization abilities with helping me understand
J ammals [work with. Early in my career 1»£»£"£help gwe me the ammals' perspective as they walked through a
chuJfor their veterinary treatment. Iwould knee down and
take pictures through the chute from the cow seye level. Usng
the photos, Iwas able to figure out which things scared the
atie, such as shadows and bright spots ofsunlight. Back hen

used black-and-white film, because twenty years ago sc, nt
believed that cattle lacked color vision. Today, research ha
shown that cattle can see colors, but the photos provided the
umque advantage of seeing the world through acows view
point. They helped me figure out why the ammals refused to
go in one chute but willingly walked through another.

Every design problem I've ever solved started with my ability
to visualize fnd see the world mpictures. Istarted designing
things as achild, when Iwas always experimenting wth new
kinds ofkites and model airplanes. In elementary schooll mad
a helicopter out of a broken balsa-wood airplane. When
wound up the propeller, the helicopter flew straight up abovtfa
hundred feet. 1also made bird-shaped paper kites, which Iflew
behind my bike. The kites were cut out from asingle sheet ot
heavy dialing paper and flown with thread. I-perimeiied
with different ways of bending the wings to increas flying
performance. Bending the tips of the wings up made the kite
fly higher. Thirty years later, this same design started appearing
on commercial aircraft.

Now, in my work, before Iattempt any construction, I test
run the equipment in my imagination. I visualize my designs
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uin- used in every possible situation, with different sizes and
bbsUo catde and in different weather conditions. Domg this
enabl sme to correct mistakes prior to construction. Today,
:Sone is excted about the new virtual reality computer sys-
emJm wh.ch the user wears special goggles and is fully m-
m« ed mvideo game action. To me, these systems are like
™de cartoons. My imagination works like the computer
Graphics programs that created the lifelike dinosaurs mjtora
Park When I do an equipment simulation in my imagination
o work on an engineering problem, it is like seeing it on a
: deotape mmy mind. I can v,ew it from any angk_ pacmg
myself above or below the equipment and rotating it at the
"me time. I don't need a fancy graphics program that can
produce three-dimensional design simulations. Ican do it bet
ter and faster in my head. ,Icreate new images all the time by taking many httle parts of
images Ihave in the video library in my imagination and piec
ing them together. Ihave video memories of every item Ive
ever worked w.th-steel gates, fences, latches, concrete wall
and so forth. To create new designs, I retrieve bits and pieces
from my memory and combine them into anew whole. My
design ability keeps improving as I add more visual images omy hbrary.Tadd v,deo-like images from either actual experi
ences or translations of written information into pictures. Ican
visualize the operation of such things as squeeze chutes, truck
loading ramps and all different types of livestock equipment
The more I actually work with cattle and operate equipment,
the stronger my visual memories become.

I first "used my video library in one of my eary livestock
design projects, creating adip vat and cattle-handling facility
for John Wayne's Red River feed yard in Arizona. Adtp vat is
long, narrow, seven-foot-deep swimming pool through winch
cattle move in single file. It is filled with pesticide to rid the
annuals of ticks, lice, and other external parasites.Jta 1978
existing dip vat designs were very poor. The ammals often
panicked because they were forced to slide into the vat down a
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, zWHne Thev would refuse to jump intosteep, slick concrete decline. 1he> ^

tr-^^r^de^V-^nttt^dXrarSTtn; feedlot wasto put

"TESTIS iwthke walking through the facilityWide-angle vision so it ^ past six years
w,th awide-angM- cam P thousands
itThrSr dnte^flcihties ah over Arizona,£>,.was
immediately obvious to me^^^^t^Z
must have felt as if they were being forced to jump

;S h:i tSies1 was then orientation to the sunThe
i. refused to move ^^TiSiSS
^ttSmr;babble to explain why one veter

the published information on existing dip ^**r£g
anything else, Ialways check out what is considered stat ot
he art so Idon't waste time reinventing the wheel. Then I
mned to livestock publications, which^^^
ited information, and my library of video memory a^
which contained bad designs. From experience wth oth
types of equipment, such as unloading ramps forj™**^
Earned that cattle wilhngly walk down aramp that has cleats
prov.de secure, nonshp footing. Sliding — «££*£
and back up. The chaUenge was to design an entrance
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would encourage the cattle to walk in voluntarily and plunge
into the water, which was deep enough to submerge them
completely, so that all the bugs, including those that collect in
their ears, would be eliminated.

I started running three-dimensional visual simulations in my
imagination. I experimented with different entrance designs
and made the cattle walk through them in my imagination.
Three images merged to form the final design: amemory of a
dip vat in Yuma, Arizona, aportable vat I had seen in a maga
zine, and an entrance ramp I had seen on a restraint device at
the Swift meat-packing plant in Tolleson, Arizona. The new
dip vat entrance ramp was amodified version of the ramp Ihad
seen there. My design contained three features that had never
been used before: an entrance that would not scare the animals,
an improved chemical filtration system, and the use of animal
behavior principles to prevent the cattle from becoming over
excited when they left the vat.

The first thing I did was convert the ramp from steel to
concrete. The final design had a concrete ramp on a twenty-
five-degree downward angle. Deep grooves in the concrete
provided secure footing. The ramp appeared to enter the water
gradually, but in reality it abruptly dropped away below the
water's surface. The animals could not see the drop-offbecause
the dip chemicals colored the water. When they stepped out
over the water, they quietly fell in, because their center of
gravity had passed the point of no return.
^ Before the vat was built, I tested the entrance design many
times in my imagination. Many ofthe cowboys at the feedlot
were skeptical and did not believe my design would work. After
it was constructed, they modified it behind my back, because
they were sure it was wrong. A metal sheet was installed over
the nonslip ramp, converting it back to an old-fashioned slide
entrance. The first day they used it, two cattle drowned because
they panicked and flipped over backward.

When I saw the metal sheet, I made the cowboys take it out.
They were flabbergasted when they saw that the ramp now
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worked perfectly. Each calf stepped out over the steep drop-off
Id quietly plopped into theater. Ifondly refer to this design
as "cattle walking on water.

Over the years Ihave observed that many ranchers and
tle feeders think that the only way to induce ammals to enter
handling facilities is to force them in. The owners and manag
es of feedlots sometimes have ahard time comprehending thu
f devices such as dip vats and restraint chutes are property
designed, cattle will voluntarily enter them. Ican imagine the
se suons the ammals would feel. If I had acalfsbod,-and
hooves, I would be very scared to step on a slippery metal

There were still problems Ihad to resolve after the animals
left the dip vat. The platform where they exit is usually^divided
into two pens so that cattle can dry on one side while the other
side is being filled. No one understood why the animals com
ing out of the dip vat would sometimes become excited, but 1
figured ,t was because they wanted to follow their dr.er bud
dies, not unlike children divided from their classmates on a
playground. I installed asolid fence between the two pens to
"prevent the animals on one side from seeing the animals^on the
other side. It was avery simple solution, and it amazed me that
nobody had ever thought of .t before.

The system I designed for filtering and cleaning the cattle
hair and other gook out of the dip vat was based on aswim
ming pool filtration system. My imagination scanned two spe
cific swimming pool filters that I had operated, one on my
Aunt Brecheen's ranch in Arizona and one at our home. To
prevent water from splashing out of the dip vat, copied the
concrete coping overhang used on swimming pools. That idea,
like many of my best designs, came to me very clearly just
before I drifted off to sleep at night.

Being autistic, I don't naturally assimilate information that
most people take for granted. Instead, Istore information mny
head as if it were on aCD-ROM disc. When I recall some
thing Ihave learned, I replay the video in my imagination.
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videos in my memory are always specific; for example, I re
member handling cattle at the veterinary chute at Producer's
Feedlot or McElhaney Cattle Company. I remember exactly
how the animals behaved in that specific situation and how the
chutes and other equipment were built. The exact construction
of steel fenceposts and pipe rails in each case is also part of my
visual memory. I can run these images over and over and study
them to solve design problems.

If I let my mind wander, the video jumps in a kind of free
association from fence construction to a particular welding
shop where I've seen posts being cut and Old John, the welder,
making gates. If I continue thinking about Old John welding a
gate, the video image changes to a series of short scenes of
building gates on several projects I've worked on. Each video
memory triggers another in this associative fashion, and my
daydreams may wander far from the design problem. The next
image may be of having a good time listening to John and the
construction crew tell war stories, such as the time the backhoe

dug into a nest of rattlesnakes and the machine was abandoned
for two weeks because everybody was afraid to go near it.

This process of association is a good example of how my
mind can wander off the subject. People with more severe au
tism have difficulty stopping endless associations. I am able to
stop them and get my mind back on track. When I find my
mind wandering too far away from a design problem I am
trying to solve, I just tell myself to get back to the problem.

Interviews with autistic adults who have good speech and are
able to articulate their thought processes indicate that most of
them also think in visual images. More severely impaired peo
ple, who can speak but are unable to explain how they think,
have highly associational thought patterns. Charles Hart, the
author of Without Reason, a book about his autistic son and
brother, sums up his son's thinking in one sentence: "Ted's
thought processes aren't logical, they're associational." This ex
plains Ted's statement "I'm not afraid of planes. That's why
they fly so high." In his mind, planes fly high because he is not

il
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afraid of them; he combines two ges;**£"*"• ""

Tesla was also avisualJ^^in Ws head.
,t did not matter whether the turbine was tested in his thoughts

ssnisssj«r; - ess"1 «. • i- nU;iic Thev literally could not see. i w«a lack of visualization skills, mey luxLdiiy

fed from one company that ^™°d™^Z^££• „„,- Wame I fousrtit with the engineers over a designequipment because tougn Bck that
which eventually caused the collapse oi a ronveVor.moved 1,200-pound beef carcasses from the end of aconv yo
As each carcass came off the conveyor it d»Ppedabout^
feet before it was abrupdy halted by achain attached to atrolley
on the overhead track. The first time the machine ~.the
track was pulled out of the ceiling. The employees fixed nby
bohing .t more securely and installing f^^JZonly solved the problem temporarily, because>**&£«
carcasses jerking the chains was so great, **°&£™b*
overhead track was treating asymptom of the problem
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than its cause. I tried to warn them. It was like bending a paper
clip back and forth too many times. After awhile it breaks.

Different Ways of Thinking

The idea that people have different thinking patterns is not
new. Francis Galton, in Inquiries into Human Faculty and Devel
opment, wrote that while some people see vivid mental pictures,
for others "the idea is not felt to be mental pictures, but rather
symbols of facts. In people with low pictorial imagery, they
would remember their breakfast table but they could not see

it."

It wasn't until I went to college that I realized some people
are completely verbal and think only in words. I first suspected
this when I read an article in a science magazine about the
development of tool use in prehistoric humans. Some re
nowned scientist speculated that humans had to develop lan
guage before they could develop tools. I thought this was ridic
ulous, and this article gave me the first inkling that my thought
processes were truly different from those ofmany other people.
When I invent things, I do not use language. Some other peo
ple think in vividly detailed pictures, but most think in a com
bination of words and vague, generalized pictures.

For example, many people see a generalized generic church
rather than specific churches and steeples when they read or
hear the word "steeple." Their thought patterns move from a
general concept to specific examples. I used to become very
frustrated when a verbal thinker could not understand some
thing I was trying to express because he or she couldn't see the
picture that was crystal clear to me. Further, my mind con
stantly revises general concepts as I add new information to my
memory library. It's like getting a new version of software for
the computer. My mind readily accepts the new "software,"
though I have observed that some people often do not readily
accept new information.

Unlike those of most people, my thoughts move from video-

is
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like, specific images to generalization and concepts. For exam
ple, my concept of dogs is inextricably linked to every dog I've
ever known. It's as ifI have acard catalogue ofdogs I have seen,
complete with pictures, which continually grows as I add more
examples to my video library. If I think about Great Danes, the
first memory that pops into my head is Dansk, the Great Dane
owned by the headmaster at my high school. The next Great
Dane I visualize is Helga, who was Dansk's replacement. The
next is my aunt's dog in Arizona, and my final image comes
from an advertisement for FitweU seat covers that featured that
kind of dog. My memories usually appear in my imagination in
strict chronological order, and the images I visualize are always
specific. There is no generic, generalized Great Dane.

However, not all people with autism are highly visual think
ers, nor do they all process information this way. People
throughout the world are on acontinuum of visualization skills
ranging from next to none, to seeing vague generalized pic
tures, to seeing semi-specific pictures, to seeing, as in my case,
in very specific pictures.

I'm always forming new visual images when I invent new
equipment or think of something novel and amusing. Ican take
images that I have seen, rearrange them, and create new pic
tures. For example, I can imagine what a dip vat would look
like modeled on computer graphics by placing it on my mem
ory ofa friend's computer screen. Since his computer is not
programmed to do the fancy 3-D rotary graphics, I take com
puter graphics I have seen on TV or in the movies and super
impose them in my memory. In my visual imagination the dip
vat will appear in the kind of high-quality computer graphics
shown on Star Trek. I can then take a specific dip vat, such as
the one at Red River, and redraw it on the computer screen in
my mind. I can even duplicate the cartoonlike, three-dimen
sional skeletal image on the computer screen or imagine the dip
vat as a videotape of the real thing.

Similarly, I learned how to draw engineering designs by
closely observing a very talented draftsman when we worked
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together at the same feed yard construction company. David
was able to render the most fabulous drawings effortlessly. After
I left the company, I was forced to do all my own drafting. By
studying David's drawings for many hours and photographing
them in my memory, I was actually able to emulate David's
drawing style. I laid some of his drawings out so I could look at
them while I drew my first design. Then I drew my new plan
and copied his style. After making three or four drawings, I no
longer had to have his drawings out on the table. My video
memory was now fully programmed. Copying designs is one
thing, but after I drew the Red River drawings, I could not
believe I had done them. At the time, I thought they were a
gift from God. Another factor that helped me to learn to draw
well was something as simple as using the same tools that David
used. I used the same brand of pencil, and the ruler and straight
edge forced me to slow down and trace the visual images in my
imagination.

My artistic abilities became evident when I was in first and
second grade. I had a good eye for color and painted watercol-
ors of the beach. One time in fourth grade I modeled a lovely
horse from clay. I just did it spontaneously, though I was not
able to duplicate it. In high school and college I never at
tempted engineering drawing, but I learned the value of slow
ing down while drawing during a college art class. Our assign
ment had been to spend two hours drawing a picture of one of
our shoes. The teacher insisted that the entire two hours be

spent drawing that one shoe. I was amazed at how well my
drawing came out. While my initial attempts at drafting were
terrible, when I visualized myself as David, the draftsman, I'd
automatically slow down.

Processing Nonvisual Information

Autistics have problems learning things that cannot be thought
about in pictures. The easiest words for an autistic child to learn
are nouns, because they directly relate to pictures. Highly ver-
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ballistic children like Iwas can somenmes^nJaow to^read

out With plastic letters ^^^J,.^ had no meaning

y ;a ArA\ i common occurrence on the caseSZ^S^-T^ first memory that any single

reach table. If Icontinue on the same train of thought, more

can remember the teacher scolding me after I hit AJtteaI ro
can tememo memories play hke video-
^.ne VCR in my imagination. If Iallow my mind toapes in tne ^^ away from the

^ZX^' olubnThis under the Antarctic and the
nils ir-YeUo; Submarine." If Ilet my mind pause on
fhe p tme of the yellow submarine, Ithen hear the song. As I
tar' umnhng tlJsong and get to the part about peope com

ing on board my association switches to the gangway ofaship
I saw in Australia. . „ . em_

Ialso visuahze verbs. The word jumping «««»«*£.
orv of iump.no hurdles at the mock Olympics held at my
mlmaryXol Adverbs often trigger inappropriate images--
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cWm As i child, I left out words such as "is,"^rd^belset^ had no meaning by themselves
Smiiariy words like "of and "an" made no sense. Eventually

Ta ntd how to use them properly, because my parents always
poke correct English and 1mimicked their speech patterns lb
Isday certain verb conjugations, such as "to be, are abso-
lurelv meaningless to me.'"then Ireal Itranslate written words into colornaovi^oI
smiply store aphoto of the written page to be read later. When
brieve the material, I see aphotocopy of the page in my
mgmation. 1can then read it like aTelePrompTer. It ,s likely
that Raymond, the autistic savant depicted in the movie Rcun
Man, used a similar strategy to memorize telephone book ,
maps and other information. He simply photocopied each
page of the phone book into his memory. When he wanted to
find acertain number, he just scanned pages of the phone book
that were in his mind. To pull information out of my memory,
Ihave to replay the video. Pulling facts up quickly is sometimes
difficult, because I have to play bits of different videos until 1
find the right tape. This takes time.

When I am unable to convert text to pictures, it is usuaUy
because the text has no concrete meaning. Some philosophy
books and articles about the cattle futures market are simply
incomprehensible. It is much easier for me to understand writ
ten text that describes something that can be easily translated
,nto pictures. The following sentence fiom astory in the Feb
ruary 21 1994, issue of Time magazine, describing the Winter
Olympic's figure-skating championships, is a good example:
"All the elements are in place-the spotlights, the swelling
waltzes and jazz tunes, the sequined sprites taking to the air.
In my imagination 1see the skating rink and skaters. However,
if Iponder too long on the word "elements," Iwill make the
inappropriate association of aperiodic table on the wall of my
high school chemistry classroom. Pausing on the word sprite
triggers an image of aSprite can in my refrigerator instead ofa
pretty young skater.

..._._ _-,„,...,._.... ...
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Teachers who work with autistic children need to under
stand associative thought patterns. An autistic child will often
use aword in an inappropriate manner. Sometimes these uses
have alogical associative meaning and other times they don t.
For example, an autistic child might say the word "dog when
he wants to go outside. The word "dog" is associated with
going outside. In my own case, I can remember both logica^
and illogical use of inappropriate words. When I was six, I
learned to say "prosecution." I had absolutely no idea what it
meant, but it sounded nice when I said it, so I used it as an
exclamation every time my kite hit the ground. I must have
baffled more than afew people who heard me exclaim Prose
cution!" to my downward-spiraling kite.

Discussions with other autistic people reveal similar visual
styles of thinking about tasks that most people do sequentiaUy.
An autistic man who composes music told me that he makes
"sound pictures" using small pieces of other music to create
new compositions. Acomputer programmer with autism told
me that he sees the general pattern of the program tree. After
he visualizes the skeleton for the program, he simply writes the
code for each branch. I use similar methods when I review
scientific literature and troubleshoot at meat plants. I take spe
cific findings or observations and combine them to find new
basic principles and general concepts.

My thinking pattern always starts with specifics and works
toward generalization in an associational and nonsequential
way. As if Iwere attempting to figure out what the picture on a
jigsaw puzzle is when only one third of the puzzle is com
pleted, I am able to fill in the missing pieces by scanning my
video library. Chinese mathematicians who can make large cal
culations in their heads work the same way. At first they need
an abacus, the Chinese calculator, which consists of rows of
beads on wires in a frame. They make calculations by moving
the rows of beads. When a mathematician becomes really
skilled, he simply visualizes the abacus in his imagination and
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no longer needs a real one. The beads move on a visualized
video abacus in his brain.

Abstract Thought

Growing up, I learned to convert abstract ideas into pictures as
a way to understand them. I visualized concepts such as peace
or honesty with symbolic images. I thought ofpeace as a dove,
an Indian peace pipe, or TV or newsreel footage of the signing
ofa peace agreement. Honesty was represented by an image of
placing one's hand on the Bible in court. A news report
describing a person returning a wallet with all the money in it
provided a picture of honest behavior.

The Lord's Prayer was incomprehensible until I broke it
down into specific visual images. The power and the glory
were represented by a semicircular rainbow and an electrical
tower. These childhood visual images are still triggered every
time I hear the Lord's Prayer. The words "thy will be done"
had no meaning when I was a child, and today the meaning is
still vague. Will is a hard concept to visualize. When I think
about it, I imagine God throwing a lightning bolt. Another
adult with autism wrote that he visualized "Thou art in
heaven" as God with an easel above the clouds. "Trespassing"
was pictured as black and orange no tpjespassing signs. The
word "Amen" at the end of the prayer was a mystery: a man at

the end made no sense.

As a teenager and young adult I had to use concrete symbols
to understand abstract concepts such as getting along withpeo
ple and moving on to the next steps of my life, both ofwhich
were always difficult. I knew I did not fit in with my high
school peers, and I was unable to figure out what I was doing
wrong. No matter how hard I tried, they made fun of me.
They called me "workhorse," "tape recorder," and "bones"
because I was skinny. At the time I was able to figure out why
they called me "workhorse" and "bones," but "tape recorder"
puzzled me. Now I realize that I must have sounded like a tape
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recorder when I repeated things verbatim over and over. But
back then 1just could not figure out why I was such asocial
dud. I sought refuge in doing things I was good at, such as
working on reroofing the barn or practicing my riding prior to
a horse show. Personal relationships made absolutely no sense
to me until I developed visual symbols of doors and windows.
It was then that Istarted to understand concepts such as learn
ing the give-and-take of a relationship. I still wonder what
would have happened to me ifIhad not been able to visualize
my way in the world.

The really big challenge for me was making the transition
from high school to college. People with autism have tremen
dous difficulty with change. In order to deal with a major
change such as leaving high school, Ineeded away to rehearse
it acting out each phase in my life by walking through an
actual door, window, or gate. When I was graduating from
high school, Iwould go and sit on the roof of my dormitory
and look up at the stars and think about how I won d cope
w,th leavmg. It was there Idiscovered alittle door that ed to a
bigger roof while my dormitory was being remodeled. While 1
was still living in this old New England house, amuch larger
building was being constructed over it. One day the carpenters
tore out asection of the old roof next to my room. When I
walked out, I was now able to look up into the partially fin
ished new building. High on one side was asmall wooden door
that led to the new roof. The building was changing, and it was
now time for me to change too. I could relate to that. I had
found the symbolic key.

When I was in college, I found another door to symbolize
getting ready for graduation. It was asmall metal trap door that
went out onto the flat roof of the dormitory. Ihad to actually
practice going through this door many times. When I finaUy
graduated from Franklin Pierce, Iwalked through athird, very
important door, on the library roof.

I no longer use actual physical doors or gates to symbolize
each transition in my life. When I reread years of diary entries
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while writing this book, a clear pattern emerged. Each door or
gate enabled me to move on to the next level. My life was a
series of incremental steps. I am often asked what the single
breakthrough was that enabled me to adapt to autism. There
was no single breakthrough. It was a series of incremental im
provements. My diary entries show very clearly that I was fully
aware that when I mastered one door, it was only one step in a
whole series.

April 22, 1970
Today everything is completed at Franklin Pierce College and it

is now time to walk through thelittle door in the library. I ponder
now about what I should leave as a message on the library roof for
future people to find.

I have reached the top of one step and I am now at the bottom
step of graduate school.

For the top ofthe building is the highest point on campus and I
have gone as far as I can go now.

I have conquered the summit of FPC. Higher ones still remain
unchallenged. Class 70

I went through the little door tonight and placed the plaque on
the top of the library roof. I was not as nervous this time. I had
been much more nervous in the past. Now I have already made it
and the litde door and the mountain had already been climbed.
The conquering of this mountain is only the beginning for the
next mountain.

The word "commencement" means beginning and the top of
the library is the beginning of graduate school. It is human nature
to strive, and this is why people will climb mountains. The reason
why is that people strive to prove that they could do it.

After all, why should we send a man to the moon? The only
real justification is that it is human nature to keep striving out.
Man is never satisfied with one goal he keeps reaching. The real
reason for going to the library roof was to prove that I could do it.

During my life I have been faced with five or six major
doors or gates to go through. I graduated from Franklin Pierce,
a small liberal arts college, in 1970, with a degree in psychol-
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ogy, and moved to Arizona to get aPh.D. As I found myself
getting less interested in psychology and more interested in
cattle and animal science, I prepared myself for another big
change in my life—switching from a psychology major to an
animal science major. On May 8, 1971, I wrote:

I feel as ifI am being pulled more and more in the farm direc
tion. I walked through the catde chute gate but I am still holding
on tightly to the gate post. The wind is blowing harder and harder
and I feel that I will let go of the gate post and go back to the
farm; at least for a while. Wind has played an important part in
many of the doors. On the roof, the wind was blowing. Maybe
this is a symbol that the next level that is reached is not ultimate
and that I must keep moving on. At the party [a psychology de
partment partyl Ifelt completely out of place and it seems as if the
wind is causing my hands to slip from the gate post so that I can
ride free on the wind.

At that time I still struggled in the social arena, largely be
cause I didn't have a concrete visual corollary for the abstrac
tion known as "getting along with people." An image finally
presented itself to me while I was washing the bay window in
the cafeteria (students were required to do jobs in the dining
room). I had no idea my job would take on symbolic signifi
cance when I started. The bay window consisted ofthree glass^
sliding doors enclosed by storm windows. To wash the inside ot
the bay window, I had to crawl through the sliding door. The
door jammed while I was washing the inside panes, and I was
imprisoned between the two windows. In order to get out
without shattering the door, I had to ease itback very carefully.
It struck me that relationships operate the same way. They also
shatter easily and have to be approached carefully. I then made
a further association about how the careful opening of doors
was related to establishing relationships in the first place. While
Iwas trapped between the windows, it was almost impossible to
communicate through the glass. Being autistic is like being
trapped like this. The windows symbolized my feelings of dis
connection from other people and helped me cope with the
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isolation. Throughout my life, door and window symbols have
enabled me to make progress and connections that are unheard
of for some people with autism.

In more severe cases of autism, the symbols are harder to
understand and often appear to be totally unrelated to the
things they represent. D. Park and P. Youdenan described the
use of visual symbols and numbers by Jessy Park, then atwelve-
year-old autistic girl, to describe abstract concepts such as good
and bad. Good things, such as rock music, were represented by
drawings of four doors and no clouds. Jessy rated most classical
music as pretty good, drawing two doors and two clouds. The
spoken word was rated as very bad, with arating of zero doors
and four clouds. She had formed a visual rating system using
doors and clouds to describe these abstract qualities. Jessy also
had an elaborate system of good and bad numbers, though
researchers have not been able to decipher her system fully.

Many people are totally baffled by autistic symbols, but to an
autistic person they may provide the only tangible reality or
understanding of the world. For example, "French toast may
mean happy if the child was happy while eating it. When the
child visualizes a piece of French toast, he becomes happy. A
visual image or word becomes associated with an experience.
Clara Park, Jessy's mother, described her daughter's fascination
with objects such as electric blanket controls and heaters. She
had no idea why the objects were so important to Jessy, though
she did observe that Jessy was happiest, and her voice was no
longer amonotone, when she was thinking about her special
things. Jessy was able to talk, but she was unable to tell people
whv her special things were important. Perhaps she associated
electric blanket controls and heaters with warmth and security.
The word "cricket" made her happy, and "partly heard song
meant "I don't know." The autistic mind works via these vi
sual associations. At some point in Jessy's lite, a partly heard
song was associated with not knowing.

Ted Hart, aman with severe autism, has almost no ability to
generalize and no flexibility in his behavior. His father,
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Charles, described how on one occasion Ted put wet clothes in
the dresser after the dryer broke. He just went on to the next
step in a clothes-washing sequence that he had learned by rote.
He has no common sense. I would speculate that such rigid
behavior and lack of ability to generalize may be partly due to
having little or no ability to change or modify visual memories.
Even though my memories of things are stored as individual
specific memories, I am able to modify my mental images. For
example, I can imagine a church painted in different colors or
put the steeple of one church onto the roof of another; but
when I hear somebody say the word "steeple," the first church
that I see in my imagination is almost always a childhood mem
ory and not a church image that I have manipulated. This
ability to modify images in my imagination helped me to learn
how to generalize.

Today, I no longer need door symbols. Over the years I have
built up enough real experiences and information from articles
and books I have read to be able to make changes and take
necessary steps as new situations present themselves. Plus, I
have always been an avid reader, and I am driven to take in
more and more information to add to my video library. A
severely autistic computer programmer once said that reading
was "taking in information." For me, it is like programming a
computer.

Visual Thinking and Mental Imagery

Recent studies of patients with brain damage and of brain
imaging indicate that visual and verbal thought may work via
different brain systems. Recordings of blood flow in the brain
indicate that when a person visualizes something such as walk
ing through his neighborhood, blood flow increases dramati
cally in the visual cortex, in parts of the brain that are working
hard. Studies of brain-damaged patients show that injury to the
left posterior hemisphere can stop the generation of visual im
ages from stored long-term memories, while language and ver-
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bal memory are not impaired. This indicates that visual im
agery and verbal thought may depend on distinct neurological
systems.

The visual system may also contain separate subsystems for
mental imagery and image rotation. Image rotation skills appear
to be located on the right side of the brain, whereas visual
imagery is in the left rear of the brain. In autism, it is possible
that the visual system has expanded to make up for verbal and
sequencing deficits. The nervous system has a remarkable abil
ity to compensate when it is damaged. Another part can take
over for a damaged part.

Recent research by Dr. Pascual-Leone at the National Insti
tutes of Health indicates that exercising a visual skill can make
the brain's motor map expand. Research with musicians indi
cates that real practice on the piano and imagining playing the
piano have the same effect on motor maps, as measured by
brain scans. The motor maps expand during both real piano
playing and mental imagery; random pushing ofthe keys has no
effect. Athletes have also found that both mental practice and
real practice can improve a motor skill. Research with patients
with damage to the hippocampus has indicated that conscious
memory ofevents and motor learning are separate neurological
systems. Apatient with hippocampal damage can learn a motor
task and get better with practice, but each time he practices he
will have no conscious memory of doing the task. The motor
circuits become trained, but damage to the hippocampus pre
vents the formation of new conscious memories. Therefore,
the motor circuits learn a new task, such as solving a simple
mechanical puzzle, but the person does not remember seeing
or doing the puzzle. With repeated practice, the person gets
better and better at it, but each time the puzzle is presented, he
says he has never seen it before.

I am fortunate in that I am able to build on my library of
images and visualize solutions based on those pictures. How
ever, most people with autism lead extremely limited lives, in
part because they cannot handle any deviation from their rou-
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tine. For me, every experience builds on the visual memories I
carry from prior experience, and in this way my world contin
ues to grow.

About two years ago I made apersonal breakthrough when 1
was hired to remodel a meat plant that used very cruel restraint
methods during kosher slaughter. Prior to slaughter, live cattle
were hung upside down by achain attached to one back leg. It
was so horrible I could not stand to watch it. The frantic bel
lows ofterrified cattle could be heard in both the office and the
parking lot. Sometimes an animal's back leg was broken during
hoisting. This dreadful practice totally violated the humane in
tent of kosher slaughter. My job was to rip out this cruel sys
tem and replace it with achute that would hold the animal in a
standing position while the rabbi performed kosher slaughter.
Done properly, the animal should remain calm and would not
be frightened.

The new restraining chute was a narrow metal stall which
held one steer. It was equipped with a yoke to hold the ani
mal's head, a rear pusher gate to nudge the steer forward into
the yoke, and abelly restraint which was raised under the belly
like an elevator. To operate the restrainer, the operator had to
push six hydraulic control levers in the proper sequence to
move the entrance and discharge gates as well as the head- and
body-positioning devices. The basic design of this chute had
been around for about thirty years, but I added pressure-regu
lating devices and changed some critical dimensions to make it
more comfortable for the animal and to prevent excessive pres
sure from being applied.

Prior to actually operating the chute at the plant, I ran it in
the machine shop before it was shipped. Even though no cattle
were present, Iwas able to program my visual and tactile mem
ory with images of operating the chute. After running the
empty chute for five minutes, Ihad accurate mental pictures of
how the gates and other parts of the apparatus moved. I also
had tactile memories ofhow the levers on this particular chute
felt when pushed. Hydraulic valves are like musical instru-
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ments; different brands of valves have a different feel, just as
different types of wind instruments do. Operating the controls
in the machine shop enabled me to practice later via mental
imagery. I had to visualize the actual controls on the chute and,
in my imagination, watch my hands pushing the levers. I could
feel in my mind how much force was needed to move the gates
at different speeds. I rehearsed the procedure many times in my
mind with different types of catde entering the chute.

On the first day of operation at the plant, I was able to walk
up to the chute and run it almost perfectly. It worked best
when I operated the hydraulic levers unconsciously, like using
my legs for walking. If I thought about the levers, I got all
mixed up and pushed them the wrong way. I had to force
myself to relax and just allow the restrainer to become part of
my body, while completely forgetting about the levers. As each
animal entered, I concentrated on moving the apparatus slowly
and gently so as not to scare him. I watched his reactions so that
I applied only enough pressure to hold him snugly. Excessive
pressure would cause discomfort. If his ears were laid back
against his head or he struggled, I knew I had squeezed him too
hard. Animals are very sensitive to hydraulic equipment. They
feel the smallest movement of the control levers.

Through the machine I reached out and held the animal.
When I held his head in the yoke, I imagined placing my hands
on his forehead and under his chin and gently easing him into
position. Body boundaries seemed to disappear, and I had no
awareness of pushing the levers. The rear pusher gate and head
yoke became an extension of my hands.

People with autism sometimes have body boundary prob
lems. They are unable to judge by feel where their body ends
and the chair they are sitting on or the object they are holding
begins, much like what happens when a person loses a limb but
still experiences the feeling of the limb being there. In this case,
the parts of the apparatus that held the animal felt as if they
were a continuation of my own body, similar to the phantom
limb effect. If I just concentrated on holding the animal gently
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and keeping him calm, Iwas able to run the restraining chute
very skillfully.

During this intense period of concentration I no longer
heard noise from the plant machinery. I didn't feel the swelter
ing Alabama summer heat, and everything seemed quiet and
serene. It was almost a religious experience. It was my job to
hold the animal gently, and it was the rabbi's job to perform
the final deed. I was able to look at each ammal, to hold him
gently and make him as comfortable as possible during the last
moments of his life. I had participated in the ancient slaughter
ritual the way it was supposed to be. Anew door had been
opened. It felt like walking on water.


